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Passive Fire Resistance:-

Design and

compliance standards


Building Regulations



BS 9999



Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005



BS 7974

Passive Fire Resistance:Compartmentation


Compartmentation
Compartmentation is a vital part of the fire safety design
of a building and seeks to divide large spaces into smaller,
more manageable ones should a fire occur. Fire
compartmentation is also used in order to create a safe,
protected means of escape for the building occupants.

Passive Fire Resistance:Compartmentation


Passive Fire protection:-What is it?



Passive fire protection aims to limit or slow down fire propogationfor
a certain period of time, regulated by relevant standards by means
of the use of fire barriers and insulation materials.



Load bearing only. (Beams & columns)



Load bearing & separating. (Walls & floors)



Non-load bearing separating. (Walls, doors, partitions, glazed
screens, cavity barriers, suspended ceilings)



Services(penetration seals, linear gap seals (fire resisting dampers,
service ducts and shafts)
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Passive Fire Resistance:Compartmentation


Blockwork



Non load bearing steel stud partition.



Examples:- British Gypsum, Metsec, Knauf & Isover



Glass Partition Walling



offering up to 2 hours integrity and insulation protection.

Passive Fire Resistance:Compartmentation

Passive Fire Resistance:Implimentation
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Passive Fire Resistance:Implimentation

Passive Fire Resistance:Implimentation

Passive Fire Resistance:Implimentation


Intumescent coatings



Thin film intumescent coatings are paint-like materials which
are inert at low temperatures but which provide insulation as
a result of a complex chemical reaction at temperatures of
approximately 200-250°C, a threshold temperature at which
the properties of steel are still unaffected.



it swells to provide an expanded layer of low conductivity
char that insulates the steel section. Typical expansion ratios
are about 50:1, i.e. a 1mm thick coating will expand to about
50mm when affected by fire.
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Passive Fire Resistance:Implimentation


The foam will solidify to a black material- a char.



The char is a bad conductor of heat , and it does not allow the heat to pass
through the coating layer and reach the structural member.



Advantages-Durability, covering

complex shapes,ease of maintenance.


Disadvatages- High cost,applying

good quality coating require great
Efforts, coatings can be damaged if
If applied off site.

Passive Fire Resistance:Implimentation


Boarded protection.



Boards are widely used for structural fire protection in the UK. They
offer a clean, boxed appearance and have the additional
advantage that application is a dry trade and can be applied to
unpainted steelwork.



boards will generally accept decorative finishes and are therefore
used where aesthetics are important.



Boards are specified in terms of thickness required to achieve the
limiting temperature for a particular period of time.

Passive Fire Resistance:Implimentation


Concrete Encasement



Concrete Structures perform well in fire (heats up 50 times lower
than steel), therefore heats up very slowly.



Fire protection is achieved with greater concrete cover to the
reinforcing, therefore greater insulation.



The type of aggregate can also effect the performance, (ie) the
effect of concrete spalling.
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Passive Fire Resistance:- Fire Rated
Foams


Many applications are used in fire-resisting situations. Regarding life
safety, it is important they are used correctly and in the right
situations to achieve conformity with the Building Regulations.



Fire foam usually tinted pink, but there is much more to consider
than a name and a colour when determining their suitability



PU foam products must have their fire performance determined by
testing to standards BS 476 Part 20/22 and BS EN 1366-4 for linear
gaps and BS EN 1366-3 for service penetration seals.

Passive Fire Resistance:- Fire Rated
Foams


Assumed that fire foams can be used to fill large voids or openings
to provide a fire-stopping function. This is incorrect. Foams will only
offer fire-stopping properties when used in narrow voids or gaps.



Most PU foams are only suitable where the gaps to be filled are 1030mm wide, such as bed and side joints to lintels, frames and minor
penetrations in blockwork walls or concrete floors.



it should be borne in mind that some fire-resistant foams are
designed and tested to fill larger gaps. It is imperative that anyone
installing a fire-rated foam product ensures the conditions of use
stated in the certification are closely followed.

Passive Fire Resistance:- Fire Rated
Foams


Hilti
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Passive Fire Resistance:- Fire Rated
Foams


Summary



It is important that PU foams are used correctly and in the right
situations



PU foams look similar to and are usually tinted pink to distinguish
them from other foam products



PU foams are combustible and work by filling small linear gaps or
service penetrations



Most PU foams are only suitable where the gaps to be filled are 1030mm wide



Ensure there is supporting evidence to show their use in specific
situations

Passive Fire Resistance:- Fire
Stopping


Poor fire stopping can lead to premature fire and smoke spread.



Fire rated walls and floors – breaches accommodating needed
utilities.



Deficiencies can be:- Improper specification
Improper installation
inadequate or non-existant inspections.

Need to educate specifiers, installers & inspections.
* Fire resistance rating is achieved when tested by 3rd party testing
organisation.

Passive Fire Resistance:-Fire
Stopping


‘Red is Right’- Because the majority of firestops are red in colour,
then people have developed the mentality that red is
right.(Highlighting the the lack of understanding in the industry.)



Engineered Judgement – Where the system employed does not
meet the criteria specified in the test. Therefore question mark over
whether this deviation may cause the system to fail. The resulting
evaluation is called an engineered judgement- based on,
qualification, experience and reputation.
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Passive Fire Resistance:Intumescent seals


Intumescent fireseals expand in the event of a fire and seal off the
gap between the door and the frame, preventing the spread of fire
and smoke.



fire rated expansion joint seals has been designed for use with long
linear joint in both horizontal and vertical applications. It is flexible
and water resistant and expands when exposed to heat. The
carbonaceous char formed by the graphite prevents the spread of
fire through the joint thus ensuring the integrity of the compartment
is maintained.

Passive Fire Resistance:- Poor
installation issues


Fire stopping-not continued to underside of roof covering.



Cavity barriers moved after installation.



Cavity barriers not fit for purpose.



Cavity barriers not installed.



Inadequate fire stopping around gaps for service penetrations.



Fire stopping absent.
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Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues


Approved Document 7-Workmanship


CE marked products



Standards such as BS8000-0 2014, workmanship on building sites.



Independent(3rd Party) certification schemes.

QMS
Past Experience
Tests

Passive Fire Resistance:-3rd Party
Certification


What is UKAS?



United Kingdom accreditation Service. Demonstrate competence,
impartiality and reliability in its ability to deliver results.



Ensuring you use competent suppliers is both a legal requirement
and a practical necessity. Getting it wrong can be costly through
fines, legal costs, loss of property and loss of business.



Suppliers with 3rd party certification, the risk is substantially reduced.

Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues
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Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues

Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues

Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues
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Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues

Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues

Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues
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Passive Fire Resistance:-Poor
installation issues

Passive Fire Resistance:-Fire doors

Passive Fire Resistance:-Fire doors


Myth 1:- Standard fire doors can be made into fire doors by fitting larger
doorstops to existing frame.



Truth:- Additional doorstops do not turn a standard door into a fire door. A fire
door requires all items to meet the specification stated on the fire door
certificate. When existing doors are not fitted with intumescent
strips but do have 25mmdoor stops the requirement is only for smoke seals to be
fitted. In the event of afire, the intumescent strips ensure
a door retains fire resisting properties and holds back the blaze while occupiers
escape.



Myth 2:- Any lock can be fitted to onto a fire door because its made of metal,
on therefore does not burn in a fire.



Truth:- You can only fit a fire tested and compatible lock as listed on the fire
door certificate.



Myth 3 :- If a fire door is too big, it can be cut down to fit.



Truth:- A fire door can only be trimmed by the amount permitted on the
manufacturers fitting instruction and door certificate.
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Passive Fire Resistance:-Fire doors


Myth 4:- People can fit their own glazed panels in fire doors.



Truth:- Cutting holes in doors for vision panels on site invalidates the
fire door certificate.



Myth 5:- We don’t need to fit intumescent strips to the fire doors
because we use a bigger door stop.



Truth:- A fire door always needs intumescent strips either in the frame
or around the door edges to ensure performance in event of a fire.

Passive Fire Resistance:-

Any Questions?
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